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Abstract. The processing of the huge amounts of information from the
Internet of Things (IoT) has become challenging. Artiﬁcial Intelligence
(AI) techniques have been developed to handle this task eﬃciently. However, they require annotated data sets for training, while manual preprocessing of the data sets is costly. The H2020 project “Bonseyes” has
suggested a “Market Place for AI”, where the stakeholders can engage
trustfully in business around AI resources and data sets. The MP permits trading of resources that have high privacy requirements (e.g. data
sets containing patient medical information) as well as ones with low
requirements (e.g. fuel consumption of cars) for the sake of its generality. In this abstract we review trust and privacy deﬁnitions and provide a
ﬁrst requirement analysis for them with regards to Cloud-based Market
Places (CMPs). The comparison of deﬁnitions and requirements allows
for the identiﬁcation of the research gap that will be addressed by the
main authors PhD project.
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A Market Place for Artificial Intelligence and Data

Bonseyes’ Market Place (MP) for AI [1–4] aims at engaging the various stakeholders, e.g. data providers, model, or application designer, into business among
AI resources, i.e. data sets, models, training facilities, etc. The business around
the resources may accelerate the model design and reduces the design costs. The
MP will provide functions to oﬀer, sell, pay or use AI resources and data sets.
The proposed MP will be implemented by a cloud system in order to deal with
the large size of data sets and to permit elasticity for the AI resources. This led
to the notion of a CMP. As any MP, a CMP requires mechanisms to enforce
privacy and trust. However, the separation between resource location (e.g., storage location) and resource availability (e.g. data availability) in cloud systems
makes it more challenging to implement trustful mechanisms for these features
as in non-virtualised systems.
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Trust and Privacy Definitions for Network and Clouds

Trust and Trust Dimensions: a widely agreed deﬁnition for trust in networks,
Clouds and systems is given in IETF Internet security glossary: as “... the extent
to which someone who relies on a system can have conﬁdence that the system
meets its speciﬁcations, i.e., that the system does what it claims to do and
does not perform unwanted functions” [5]. The view of applications, Clouds and
networks as “systems” leads to the deﬁnition of multiple trust dimensions [6].
These dimensions comprise (a) “device trust”, i.e. the reliability of IoT devices to
produce data correctly, (b) “operation trust”, refers to the combination of data
traceability and analytics, (c) “communication trust”, builds on conﬁdentiality,
integrity, and authenticity in data transmission, (d) “infrastructure trust”, which
aims at the transparency and predictability of processing.
Privacy and Privacy Dimensions: the IETF glossary also provides a deﬁnition for privacy: “... the right of an entity to determine the degree to which
it will interact with its environment, including the degree to which the entity
is willing to share information about itself with others” [5]. R.S. Poore deﬁnes
privacy as a required context of personal Identiﬁable Information (PII) which
have to be under control of the individual person who is the owner of it [7].This
view on privacy leads to privacy dimensions such as, cf. [6, 8]:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Identity privacy: avoid the disclosure of users identity
Location privacy: avoid the disclosure location information for speciﬁc user
Device privacy: avoid the disclosure of device and security information
Communication privacy: refers to encryption algorithm for conﬁdentiality
Access privacy: privilege levels for authorised data access
Operation privacy: avoid the disclosure of data processing techniques
Footprint privacy: avoid the identity disclosure by behavioural analysis
Query privacy: avoid the identity disclosure by analysis of the origin of queries

Privacy and Trust Requirements for CMPs

In general, the privacy levels for an AI resource or a data set depend on the
importance of the resource or of the type of PII stored in it. For example, medical
records need very high levels of protection since a leakage of information may
embarrass a speciﬁc person. Hence, if such data sets are traded then the speciﬁc
levels of privacy needs to be maintained at the various locations where the data
is accessed or processed, otherwise the users will lose their trust into the MP.
CMPs might host data sets with very diﬀerent privacy levels at very diﬀerent
locations. As a result, they must enable a diﬀerentiated, transparent and even
traceable handling of data. Some data sets may not be allowed to leave a certain
physical premise due to regulation or provider policy, while others can do so.
A CMP must support both modes of data availability at the required privacy
levels for the sake of its generality. This feature is often denoted as the ability
for “privacy by design” [9] of an architecture.
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Since data sets are associated in a MP with a value, the infringement of this
value by disclosing the data to other users needs to be avoided. Here, the privacy
requirements, as seen from the data provider, turn into the problem of “Digital
Right Management” that needs to be addressed by the MP architecture or its
mechanisms and functions.
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Conclusion

It is obvious that the deﬁnitions of trust and privacy do not directly address the
virtualisation features of Cloud system. Particularly, the implications by separating between storage location and data availability in the Cloud are not clear
yet. The privacy and trust dimensions might partly match with the application
requirements of CMPs. Hence, their suitability for evaluation Cloud mechanisms
needs to be investigated. These investigations as well as the design of mechanism
for privacy and trust in CMPs will deﬁne the work in this PhD project.
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